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IT is customary at the beginning of this address to refer to the changes which
have taken place in the Staff of the Hospital during the year which has elapsed
since the last Annual Oration.
WVe have first to record with regret the death of a former member of our
Dental Staff, Mr. WVilliam Muirhead Hunter, which took place on 26th MIay of
tllis Nyear. Mr. Hunter was a native of Stranraer who qualified in dentistry in
Edinburgh. Having served in the First World War, he came to Belfast to
practice, and was appointed to this hospital in 1920 as one of the first members
of our Honorary Dental Staff. He was also one of the original lecturers in
dentistry in Queen's University, and for many years held the position of
Executive Officer of the Dental Staff. He retired from the active Staff in 19-52,
and we honour his memory as one of the founders of our Dental School.
Two former memnbers of the Visiting Staff, Professor Mavrs and Sir Frank
Montgomery, reached retiring age during the year and we now welcome them to
our senior ranks.
Professor Mayrs joined the Auxiliary Staff as Pharmacologist in 1927. His
activities were mainly confined to the University Department, but when his
special knoxvledge was needed in connection with hospital patients, his advice
was always helpful aned willingly given. WVe wish him many happy years of
retirement.
Sir Frank Montgomery became a member of the Visiting Staff in 1925, and
has been Senior Radiologist since 1929. In an outstanding career of public
and professional service composed of so many highlights it is possible today to
refer only to some of the brightest: for example, in 1913 and 1914 his service to
Ireland as a rugby international; his service to his country in the First World
XVar from 1915 to 1918 when he was awarded the Military Cross and the French
Croix de Guerre with bar; his service to this and other hospitals from 1925 to
the present time in developing the Radiology Departments, and as a member of
various committees; and his service to the Government, medical profession and
people of Northern Ireland from 1948 to 1956 as the first Chairman of the
Hospitals Authority. This difficult position called for the highest qualities of
tact and ability, and we must count ourselves fortunate that he was available.
His administrative talents have been acquired by Queen's University, first as a
Senator and now as pro-Chancellor. His knighthood in 1953 was richly deserved.
108He has recently disclharged another duty in the field of sport, wNhen, as Captain
of the Royal County Down Golf Club, he presided over the international golf
matclhes held at Newcastle last week. We hope he xvill be long with us as a
retirecl menmber of our Staff, and we offer him our best xvishes.
XVhile referring to our Elder Statesmen, we must record our pleasure at the
timely honour of knighthood which has been bestowed on another Honorary
Consultant, Sir Samnuel Irwiin. TIhlis fitting recognition of imatiny years of service
to the profession and to the commlunity has been widely acclaimed, and we hope
he will be long spared to enjoy it.
We have thus establislhed a higher grade of Extraordinary Honorary Consultant,
the qualifications for whiclh inelude the holding of an Irish international rugby cap
and a knighthoodl.
We welcome two additions to our Visiting Staff, Professor (Gibson and
Professor Wade. Professor Gibson is one ol our own graduates, who after some
years of absence, has returned to the fold, with a high reputation in his chosen
field. \Vith himn as the first holder of the new Chair of Mental Health we look
forward to developments in a service, which, up till now, h1as been regarded
rather as the Cinderella ol me(licine. Professor WNade, a graduate of Cambridge
University, xvith a very distinguished academilic background, comes to us from
the United Birmiinglham Hospitals, to take over the newly designed Chair of
TIherapeutics and Pharmacology. WVe hope that both thesc new nmembers will have
many happy years on the Staff of the Hospital.
MY next duty as spokesman for the medical staff is to extend a warm xvelcome
on their behalf to all medical students, and particularly to those wvho are coming
to this hospital for instruction for the first time. For you who are new to
clinical work the beginning of your first hospital term must be regarded as a
major event in your lives. and is the goal achieved as a result 1both of your
training at school and of your prelimiiinary course at the University. TIhese have
been simply the preparation for the more adult experience on which you are now
embarking. So far your lives have movecl in the academic atmosphere of more
or less abstract learning, perhaps to a degree which wve xvould not regard as
completely satisfactory. But your horizon is about to be broadene(d through
contact with patients in the extern departments of this and other hospitals and
with sickness at the bedside. You will see cases of organic disease which you
wvifl learn to diagnose by clinical methods, and you will also have the opportunity
of noting how physical changes result in some cases from known concrete causes,
and in others (and perhaps less obviously) from the impact xvhichl mental strain,
environmental con(litions, and social problems can have on the physical and
mental well-being of patients: and indeed howv some people become patients
becatuse of such factors.
You wvill also learn to appreciate that wvhile the mlain object of medical
practice is to cure people who are sick, efforts are constantly being made to
discover why some people keep well while others fall ill; and howv one can
prevent the latter from becoming ill. At one time medicine was mainly concerned
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with the type of patient who hias the disease. BoIth aspects of illness require
attention.
In hospital you will observe the many special methods which are used in the
elucidation of difficult cases; but I should impress on you at once, and you will
find this emphasized by your clinical teachers, that you must always rely as far
as possible, and certainly in the first instance, on the well-established methods of
careful history-taking, close observation, and thorough clinical examination,
which are the basis of good medical practice, and whlich you will find sufficient in
the great majority of cases to lead you to a proper diagnosis. Many of the
special investigations which you will see applied to abstruse cases in the wards
are not available except in hospital, and so should not be allowed to become a
major part of your diagnostic armamentarium in your early years.
I should also mention that when dealing with hospital patients it is important
to remember that you are seeing them divorced from their own environment.
They often come to hospital in fear, often expecting the worst, apprehensive day
by day as the investigations multiply, in case these may eventually lead to the
conclusion that they are suffering from some incurable complaint. So they must
not be regarded simply as units of disease presenting a diagnostic or a therapeutic
problem. It is important for you to blend the academic approach with a
considerable amount of friendliness, cheerfulness, and encouragement, for it is
only in this way that the doctor fulfils his true function.
I feel also that I should be neglectful if I did not draw your attention to the
fact, if you are not already aware of it, that the Belfast Medical School has a very
high reputation among medical teaching centres, so that when you eventually
graduate you will appreciate that you have acquired a qualifiction with which
you may be well satisfied. That this is so must be regarded as a tribute to the
thoroughness and care which past and present members of the hospital staffs
have given to the instruction of students. In this hospital, teaching methods are
constantly under review by the Staff in conjunction with the University, and
they are very conscious of the tendency for the curriculum to grow as knowledge
increases. New methods of instruction and adjustments of time schedules are
constantly being attempted so that you may get the most out of your clinical
course.
Some years ago, the author, Eric Linklater, in giving an opening address in
one of the provincial medical schools, said 'I think you should be congratulated
on your choice of profession. You will have many superficial advantages. Unlike
most professional men, you will be able, if you wish, to talk shop without
boring your audience. For your audience will inevitably consist of persons wlho
are subject to almost every ailment fromii arterio-sclerosis to a sensation of
fullness after food-and any reference to such things or to the organs from which
they emanate, will be of interest to them.' But apart from the truth of this
jocular observation, I am sure you will all find a deep and abiding satisfaction in
the practice of medicine.
110With these preliminary remarks I now come to the main part of my address.
In my search for a theme I have read many of the annual addresses which have
been given in the past. By tradition, they have an historical flavour. Some have
dealt with the history of medicine in general, and others in its relation to a
particular speciality; while some of the most interesting have referred to aspects
of the history of our own medical school. Many of the most enjoyable have been
given by present members of the Staff. I have derived much pleasure and
benefit from perusing them, and I am sure that an effort should be made to
collect and bind them so that they would be more readily availa-ble to those wvho
may feel the urge to read theimi, as I did, when preparing an adldress such as
this, or for those who might have sufficient interest to read them for their literary
and informative value.
Having read them, I was impressed by two things. First, by my own
inadequacy to carry out on behalf of the Staff the task wl-hich the passage of time
has allotted to me today; and I would echo the words used by Oliver Goldsmith
when dedicating his poem "The Deserted Village" to Sir Joshua Reynolds. He
wrote :-"Dear Sir, I can have no expectations in an address of this kind either to
add to your reputation or to establish my own." Secondly, I was impressed by
the range of subjects which hacl been covered, and consequently by the difficulty
in finding a topic which had not been fullv dealt with before.
It occurred to me, however, that it might be of some interest, especially to
the student, to consider the ethical traditions in medicine, and particularly to
trace the history and say something of the implications of those rules of conduct
both customary and statutorv which the profession has observed for so long.
The term medical ethics is difficult to define precisely for it deals with many
aspects of our professional life. In general it refers to the relations of the doctor
with individual patients and with societv as a whole. At some points it has legal
implications, while at others it touches the social obligations of the doctor.
But I hope to show that these social obligations do not, as one American writer
facetiously suggests, concern themselves principally with the necessity of having
well-polished shoes and pressed trousers, in avoiding the smell of alcohol and
tobacco in the presence of a patient, and never in any circumstances using the
split infinitive !
Medical etiquette, on the other hand, is a more restricted term, and as a rule
refers to the relationship of doctors towards each other.
Historically, we usually think of medical ethics as having its origin in the
Hippocratic Oath, and while credit must be given to Hippocrates for establishing
medical ethics on such a sure foundation, it must be realized that rules of medical
conduct and practice had existed for almost two thousand years before Hippocrates.
There is, for example, today in the Louvre in Paris a pillar of stone on which is
engraved the oldest general code of laws in existence. It deals with matters of
property both civil and religious, and there are many references to the medical
profession. This stone had stood in the Temple of Babylon, and from the
enactments of the code we gather that the medical profession must have been
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Fin a highly organised state four thousand years ago, for not only was healing
regulated by rules, but a scale of fees was laid down and penalties were exacted
for malpraxis. For example, the code states: "If a doctor shall treat a
gentleman and shall open an abscess he shall receive 10 shekels of silver. If the
patient is a slave, the master shall pay 2 shekels of silver." But then comes the
debit side so far as the doctor is concerned. The code goes on: "If the doctor shall
open an abscess and in so doing shall kill the patient, then his hands shall be cut
off." In the case of the death of a slave, however, a replacement was all that was
called for. It is evident, therefore, that only the most skilful undertook surgery
in Babylon, and penalties of this kind tended to raise the standard of medical
practice.
The situation of doctors in Egypt at this time was much the same. Here
books on medical practice were kept in the temples, and the priest-physicians
merely looked up the appropriate remedy for the presenting malady. So long as
the treatment given was that specified in what we might call the "National
Formularv" the doctor was held blameless even if the patient died. But if the
doctor showed any individuality in his approach to the case, and did not adhere
to the rules and regulations, then death of the patient meant death to the doctor.
Fortunately, disciplinary committees have less power now than they had in those
early days !
For almost two thousand vears rules of this kind governed medical practice,
and it was only then that Hippocrates appeared on the medical stage and founded
the code with which his name will always be associated. By the Oath which he
propounded he crystallized the basic principles which govern the ethical standards
of the medical profession, and apart from the few instances in which his name is
linked with certain physical signs, it is in this connection that he is best known
to thousands of doctors. But before dealing with the Oath, it mav be well to
sketch the background and indicate the stature of the man responsible for it.
It is not generally known that there are many distinguished persons referred
to in classical works who bear the name of Hippocrates. Some were generals,
some were philosophers, and one was a renowned mathematician, who apparently
devoted his life to the problems of squaring the circle and doubling the cube,
but although he evidently made considerable efforts in this direction, he never got
a satisfactory answer. Posterity should remember him, however, as the first man
to use letters instead of numerals in dealing with geometrical problems; and so a
man called Hippocrates must share with Euclid the responsibility for causing so
much trouble to generations of students at school. WVe can trace eight persons
named Hippocrates who were physicians, but the one we refer to when we speak
of the Father of Medicine was, what the Americans would call Hippocrates II.
He was the son of a physician called Heraclides and he was born on the Greek
island of Cos in the year 460 B.C. The date of his death is generally agreed to be
in the region of 360 B.C., SO he lived for about one hundred years.
It must be admitted at once, that we know very little of the man himself. Some
have suggested that when one is considering so many shadowy figures at a
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were real and those wxho wcre mythological becomes difl-cult, and indeed one
doctor a few years ago had the temerity to express his disbelief in the very
existence of the mian in an article wvhich he entitled "Hippocracy." But although
much detail of his life is lacking the existence of Hippocrates II is well vouched
for. He lived at an age of extraordinary intellectual development in Greece; he
had for his contemporaries Pericles the statesman, Sophocles and Euripides the
poets; and the philosopher Socrates with his disciples Plato and Xenophon. Even
in this distinguished company, Hippocrates was regarded as an outstanding
personality.
He has been called the Father of Medicine, but he was only so in the historical
sense; he was not the author, creator, or even the founder of medicine. When he
was born there was a great literature on medicine and surgery; but it was in him
that this backgound was embodied for the first time as the ideal of medical
practice, and his character and ideals have served the world as the model for the
practitioner in all succeeding ages.
When we speak of the works of Hippocrates we reler to those medical records
which had been accumulating from the earliest times until they were collected
together as a guide for Hippocrates and others from the fifth to the second
centuries B.C., and which have ever since been beacon lights for practitioners of
medicine. The fact that he was not the author of all the original seventy books
which made up the collection (sixty-one of which still exist) does not detract
from their value, as his influence was behind them all.
'rhe best known section of his writings is that contained in the Book of
Aphorisms. These aphorisms embody the results of long-continued practice
grounded on empiricism and careful observation. He introduces them with the
almost hackneyed statement :-"Life is short and Art is long, opportunity
fleeting, experiment dangerous, and judgment difficult." Tl he book is generally
regarded as one of the most remarkable in the whole compass of medical
literature, and formed the ground-work of medical theory and practice for
upwards of twenty-four centuries.
In the study of the works one cannot fail to remark his high standard of
ethical conduct, his insistence on prognosis, his accuracy of observation, and his
clarity of recording cases. He travelled much in the course of his practice, but his
clinical work was mainly carried out at the so-called Temple of Health in Cos,
which may be regarded as the counterpart of the great modlern teaching hospital.
All the evidence shows that his externs were very busy and exterinely popular and,
as we all know, externs have remained so ever since.
This then is the background of the man who, among other things, founded the
professional code of conduct.
The Hippocratic Oath was an indenture binding the pupil to his nmaster. TIhe
original version is lost, but the form now accepted is a translation from the
French version by Peter Lowe in 1599. In a leading article a few years ago the
British Medical Journal pointed out that probably very few medical men know
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in histories of medicine. For example, Garrison, who has written what is
regarded as an authoritative work on medical history, (loes not reproduce it.
For the sake of completeness, therefore, and so that you may note how the
more modern code, which I will refer to later, differs from the so-called original,
I will read the following-pruned of some of its more flowery and out-dated
phrases-which may be taken as embo(lying the main features of the translation:
"I swear by Apollo invoking all the gods and goddesses to be my witnesses,
that I will carry out accor(ding to my ability and judgment this Oath and
this indenture
I will use treatment to help the sick according to my ability and judgment
but will never use it to injure or wrong them.
I will not give poison to anyone though asked to do so, nor will I suggest
such a plan. Similarly will I not give a pessary to a woman to cause
abortion.
I will not use the knife on sufferers from the stone but will give place to
such as are craftsmen therein.
Into whatsoever houses I enter I will do so to help the sick, keeping
myself free from all intentional wvrongdoing and harmii.
XVhatsoever in the course of practice I see or lhear, or even outside my
practice, that ought never to be published, I will not divulge, but will
consider such things to be holy secrets.
Now if I keep this Oath and break it not, may I enjoy lhonour in my life and
art, among all men at all times, but if I transgress and forswear myself
may the opposite befall me."
TI his code has variously been referred to as the "high-water mark of professional
morality," and as "a monument of the highest rank in the history of civilization."
Certainly for twenty-five centuries, it has been the "credo" of the profession and
its continual observance, more than any other single factor, has given rise to the
confidence and high regard wlhich the public have for the profession.
When we look forward from the time of Hippocrates to the Middle Ages, we
find further reference to the conduct of medical practice, but of a rather different
an(l often amusing kind. For example, in a work entitled "The Doctor's Visit,"
dated A.T). 1140, it is stated :-"When calle(d to a patient, commnlend yourself to
God and the angels. On the way learn as much as possible from the messenger,
so that if you discover nothing from the patient's pulse, you may still astonish
him and gain his confidence by your knowledge of the case. On arrival, ask the
friends whether the patient has confessed, for if you bid him to do so after the
examination, you will only frighten him. Tlhen sit down, take a drink, and
praise the beauty of the country and the house, if they deserve it, or extol the
liberality of the family. Do not be in a hurry to give an opinion lor the friends
will be more grateful for your judgment if they have to wait for it. If asked to
dinner, do not hasten to take the first place unless it is offered to you. Send often
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of the table, and on leaving, express your thanks for the attentions shown to you."
This writer was evidently a very shrewd man and doubtless had a flourishing
practice.
A great teacher of Bologna about this time was William of Salicet. In his
advice to physicians he directed them to be "reflective, quiet, and with downcast
countenance, giving an impression of wisdom."
A further writer of a later period, known to be a diligent pupil of the
aforesaid William expected to be well paid for his services. He tells us that when
treating an accident "the friends should be excluded as they may faint and cause
a distrubance." "But," he adds cheerfully, "sometimes a higher fee may be
obtained from persons fainting and breaking their heads, than from the principal
patient."
It was not until 1803 that a part of the graduation ceremony in any medical
faculty in Britain required the acknowledgment by the graduate of what is known
as the Sponsio Academica - or Hippocratic Oath. This formal promise or
declaration was introduced in that year by Edinburgh University and has since
been adopted by our own University and by the other Scottish Universities. It
has changed its form of words through the years, evidently to suit the changing
conception of the times; and briefly it calls for loyalty to the University, a high
standard of medical practice, and an injunction against disclosing information
obtained about patients in the course of professional duties.
An enquiry into the customs of English and Welsh Universities reveals that,
with the exception of Birmingham University, no oath or vow of professional
conduct is called for from graduates; but the Royal Colleges generally require
members and fellows to sign a declaration which imposes, in effect, honourable
conduct and loyalty to the college.
On going further afield we find that the Oath is administLere(d in the older
continental universities, e.g., Berlin, Leyden and Padua, and in the Canadian and
South African universities. In Australia, graduates were required to acknowledge
it at one time, but this practice has now been discontinued. It is not used at all
in the United States of America, where the American Medical Association has its
own comprehensive code of ethics, first introduced in 1847.
So matters regarding the Hippocratic Oath stood until it was considered afresh
by the World Medical Association. It may be of interest to note that this
Association was established in 1947, and collectively represents about 700,000
medical graduates in over fifty countries. The principal activities of the
Association have been in the fields of medical ethics, medical education and social
security. The pattern for such an international body was set by the United
Nations at inter-governmental level, and one of its specialised agencies is the
World Health Organisation, a powerful force in the development of medicine
backed as it is by government authority and money. In this setting the World
Medical Association acts as the guardian for the National Medical Associations,
and so for the individual practising doctor.
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of Geneva. This is an international code of ethics in the style of a modern
Hippocratic Oath acceptable to all member nations. The code was also agreed to
by the British Medical Association, who in turn have passed it over to the
Universities and Colleges with a request that their newly-qualified graduates
should have an opportunity of acknowledging it.
Briefly this new code is as follows :
A doctor must by his conduct in all matters set a high standard. In the pursuit
of his profession he must not allow himself to be influenced primarily by motives
of profit. He shall neither instigate nor condone any advertisement relative to
his professional status or work except as allowed by the national code of
ethics in his own country. He shall not accept conditions of service which do
not ensure his professional independence; and he shall not participate in any
division of fees unknown to the patient. He shall not in any circumstances do or
permit to be done anything that would weaken the physical or mental resistance
of the human being except for the prevention and treatment of disease. When
called on to give evidence or to certify, he shall only state that which is true or
is in accord with his professional opinion. He must always bear in mind the
importance of preserving human life from the time of conception until death. He
should not hesitate to propose or to accept consultation with a medical colleague
when, for any reason, it appears desirable in the interests of the patient. Except
when required by the law of the country concerned, a doctor shall not disclose,
without the consent of the patient, information which he has acquired in the
course of his professional relationship with the patient. He must give medical
treatment in an emergency unless he is assured that it can and will be given by
another. He should maintain friendly relations with his colleagues, paying due
regard to their opinion and achievements; and shall in no way undermine the
confidence reposed in them by their patients. He must not seek to attract patients
to himself from his colleagues by means other than the normal establishment of a
good professional reputation.
Those who have long been members of the profession will recognise that the
items of this modern code of ethics do not contain anything that has not been
habitual conduct for the great majority of doctors who have learned them by
precept and example; and I expect it is mainly for this reason that the British
Medical Association's request that the Declaration of Geneva should be a part
of the graduation ceremony has not met with widespread acceptance in Britain.
But as I have mentioned, a modified form is in use in our own University, and
there are some who feel that the student might with advantage be introduced to
it when he first comes to hospital.
One of the most important items of the professional code is that which deals
with information acquired as a result of the doctor-patient relationship, and the
suggestions in this connection contained in the Declaration of Geneva have been
clearly and precisely re-stated for the doctor by the Central Ethical Committee of
the British Medical Association in the following terms :-'"A practitioner shall
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information obtained in the course of his professional relationship with the patient.
This includes information concerning criminal abortion, venereal disease, attempted
suicide and concealed birth." The State has no right to demand information
except where notification is required by statute, such as in the registration of
births and deaths, and in the case of certain infectious and industrial diseases. I
will show later, however, that while in this country a doctor should not disclose
such information voluntarily, he may be compelled to do so in a court of law.
The rigid application of this clear policy makes the answer to many difficult
ethical questions easier, and the following examples taken from an address
given by Dr. E. C. Dawson in 1954 serve to illustrate the type of problem which
can arise:-
1. A doctor diagnoses epilepsy in the case of an engine-driver who controls the
engine of a main-line passenger train. The patient refuses permission to the
doctor to disclose his disability to the railway authorities, and makes clear
his intention to continue earning his living as a driver of passenger trains.
Has the doctor an overriding duty to ignore his patient's wishes and report
his state of epilepsy to the railway authorities?
2. A doctor attending a woman for abortion finds that it was criminally
induced by a professional abortionist; he learns also the abortionist's name
and address. The patient forbids the doctor to report the matter to the
police or even disclose the abortionist's identity. Has the doctor a duty
to disregard the patient's wishes and report the abortionist to the police?
3. A doctor treats a man who is suffering from rupture. Later the patient is
involved in a minor accident at work, and successfully and fraudulently
claims industrial injury benefit and a pension in respect of the rupture, which
he asserts resulted from the accident. The Ministry accepts his claim. The
doctor knows that the rupture was neither caused nor aggravated by the
accident. Has the doctor a duty to report this knowledge to the Ministry?
Applying the ruling of the British Medical Association which follows the
Hippocratic tradition, the answer in each case is in the negative, although it must
be admitted that in the case of the epileptic engine-driver a strong case would
appear to exist for disclosure of information on the grounds of public safety.
You may recall that some time ago the Police were investigating the deaths of
a number of rich women in Eastbourne which had taken place over a period of
twenty years. The Police stated that their investigations were being hampered by
the fact that doctors who had attended the women had refused to come forward
and give information which they had obtained in the course of their professional
duties. This refusal was supported by the British Medical Association who
made it clear that the doctors were obliged by their professional code to say
nothing to the Police unless permission to do so was granted by the patients'
executors.
Well-intentioned enquiries about patients may be made by relatives, friends,
and the Press; by others, perhaps not so well-intentioned, for example, solicitors,
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Hinsurance companies, employers and business partners; and by those contemplating
marriage. In the absence of consent by the patient, replies must be carefully
considered. If information is improperly disclosed an action for damages may
follow.
The Declaration of Geneva takes note of the fact that the law in a particular
country may compel a doctor to disclose professional secrets in court. That is
the law in Britain, and it is clearly set out in Vol. 22 of Halsbury's "Laws of
England." 'I'here it is stated :-"The relationship between a medical practitioner
and his patient dloes not excuse the doctor, whatever medical etiquette may
require, from the obligation, if called upon, to give evidence in a court of law.
He is in the same position as any other person who is not specially privileged in
this respect by law. He may be asked to disclose upon oath, information which
came to him through his professional relationship with the patient; and he may
be committed to prison if he refuses to answer."
In view of this statement it is reasonable to enquire if the secrets of other
professional men are dealt with in a similar manner by the law, and in doing so
we find that the only class of secrets that are privileged in our courts are those
entrusted to a legal adviser by his client, but even here, only in narrow and
special circumstances. A leading English legal text-book states: "Legal
professional advisers are permitted to withhold verbal or written communications
passing between themselves and their clients provided they are acting in their
professional capacity for the purpose of giving legal advice, but not otherwise."
In this connection, Lord Brougham, an eminent judge, as long ago as 1838, said,
"It might not be very easy to discover why a like privilege has been refused to
others, especially to medical advisers."
It is interesting to compare the legal position of the doctor with that of the
priest, for as I have mentioned earlier, our professional forbears combined the
duties of both priest and physician in ancient Egypt. The same legal text-book
states :-"The question whether ministers of religion and in particular Roman
Catholic priests have any privilege in giving evidence of confession has not been
authoritatively decided. The tendency of judical dicta is that while in strict law
the privilege does not exist, the minister should not be required to give evidence
as to a confession made to him."' From this we see that the legal profession and
the Church have been granted privileges in law which the doctor, and particularly
the psychiatrist, does not possess.
In an enquiry into the practice of over twenty other countries one finds that
with the exception of Indlia, Denmark, and some North American States, where
the legal institutions are largely based on our own, doctors are not required to
dlivulge secrets in court, and indeed may be penalized for doing so.
In Britain in 1937, a Bill was introduced to Parliament designed to alter our
law in this respect, but it failed to pass a second reading.
It will be seen then, that on the subject of medical confidences, the paradoxical
situation in this country is that the law may on the one hand sustain an action for
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while at the same time compelling him to reveal similar information in court if it
deems it to be for the general good. It is this kind of fine legal distinction which
the average person finds both bewildering and irritating.
Wlhile we might hope that a change in the law may eventually come about, and
so enable the judiciary to deal more kindly witlh our professional secrets, it is
clear that we should be careful to put our own house in order. A more careless
attitude regarding secrecy has occurred with the advent of the State influence
in medicine. Reports are made to employers and to the State; copious records
are circulated between hospital and hospital, and between one lay person and
another, and the patient's record card changes hands through a central office
each time he changes his doctor. So the Hippocratic tradition in this connection
now involves a more complex machinery than was previously envisaged; and we
should satisfy ourselves that not only the medical student, but the nursing staff,
clerks and other medical auxiliaries are made aware of the special position which
they occupy in relation to the patient's private affairs.
In considering the thorny problem of hospital records, it should be made clear
that while ownership of the records is vested in the Minister of Health, and
possession is vested in the Hospital Management Committee, the dlocuments are
confidential, and no third party has an automatic right of perusal. While certain
Government departments may require information enabling them, for example, to
decide the financial rights of the patient, this can only be given with the patient's
written consent.
It is encouraging to note, however, that in the last one hundred years, no
allegation of infamous conduct regarding breach of confidence has been brought
before the General Medical Council, and very few actions for civil damages have
taken place.
Other aspects of the ethical code deserve further mention, for example, those
concerned with advertising and with therapeutic trials. Both may pose difficult
problems.
With regard to self-advertising, the Central Ethical Committee of the British
Medical Association are constantly being presented with difficulties arising in
connection with the media of sound broadcasting and television. You will have
noted that as a rule anonymity on the part of the doctor is required, but it has
been agreed that in exceptional circumstances a departure from this rule would be
justified as, for example, when a medical practitioner broadcast in an official
capacity on medico-political matters of national interest. There have been types
of broadcast programmes in which a member of the public discussed clinical
details of cases, sometimes under treatment, and received immediate comment
from a panel which included a medical practitioner. It is felt that such programmes
might have serious consequences and be detrimental to both patients and public,
and so shouldi be avoided. It is likely, however, that this ruling will have to be
modified, and so bring it into line with the change that has taken place with
regard to doctors writing for the Press.
119As regards therapeutic trials, in law and in ethics a doctor is not entitled to
treat a patient without the patient's consent, and the nature of any trial procedure
must be fully explained before consent is obtained. On occasions this may limit
the field of investigation, and as an example I might cite the test case brought
before the Central Ethical Committee of the British Medical Association, in which
it was proposed to test the effect of certain implants in patients who had had
repeated miscarriages, by treating alternate patients with implants of the test
substance and an inert compound. It was made clear that it would not have
been possible under the conditions of the trial to explain the nature of the
investigation to the patients, and so it was decided that it would be both unethical
and illegal to conduct such a trial.
The independence of the practitioner as set out in the Declaration of Geneva
may seem so self-evident as not to require discussion, but circumstances such as
those brought out in the Nuremburg trials show that vigilance is necessary. In
time of war doctors may be pressed into service by the State and may be instructed
to carry out procedures which are against ethical standards. 'I'he evidence at the
Nuremburg trials clearly showed that this had been a common occurrence.
Inmates of concentration camps had been subjected to experiments by doctors
who had forsworn their Hippocratic Oath. Their unethical procedures included
the immersion of victims in very cold water causing death; they had performed
experiments involving high pressure chambers, poison bullets, contagious diseases,
and the sterilization of men and women by X-rays and other means. A further
item consisted in the murder of 112 Jews to procure a collection of skeletons.
i'he defence pleaded that these procedures had a scientific value, but the
prosecution stated that the doctors were engaged, not in the practice of medicine,
but in the practice of thanatology, which they defined as the science of procuring
death.
In connection with the injunction against weakening the physical, and especially
the mental resistance of the individual, we have only to recall the use of
thiopentone and narcoanalysis in some countries in obtaining evidence for the
courts in the case of criminal prosecution. The so-called "truth-drugs" can be
very dangerous and unethical weapons.
'I'hese are examples, admittedly extreme, of the possible effects of State
interference in lowering the ethical standards of the profession, but we should
guard against the more insidious and perhaps less obvious inroads on professional
freedom.
In the time at my disposal I can only mention other problems, mainly of a
moral nature, which can arise in the conduct of practice. For example, how much
is to be told to patients and relatives regarding the fatal nature of an illness;
when should birth-control be advocated; when should pregnancy be terminated;
when should drugs be used to suppress or to increase instinct; when should life
be prolonged at the cost of increased suffering by some palliative operation?
These and many similar decisions must be made daily, based on ethics and
experience.
120This then is a necessarily short and very imperfect synopsis of that customary
body of experience which has accumulated over the years since the time of
Hippocrates, the conclusions and counsels of which have come to be called,
loosely, medical ethics.
An historical review of this subject would be incomplete if it did not refer to
the statutory as distinct from the customary aspects of professional conduct. By
the Medical Acts of 1858 and 1950 Parliament established the General Medical
Council, and so gave the force of law to certain aspects of medical affairs which
up till then had been ill-defined. The functions of the Council as set out in these
Acts are mainly to keep the Medical Register, to supervise medical education, and
to prepare and publish the British Pharmacopoea; but it is probably best known
to the profession as a whole by the disciplinary powers with which it is invested
to control the conduct of medical practitioners. There is no doubt that its
existence backed as it is by control over professional life and death, has a very
sobering influence on the potential transgressor. By the way in which it has
conducted its affairs it has set an excellent standard for the rest of the world.
In France, for example, in 1945, there was established what is known as the
Order of Doctors which has largely been modelled on it.
I have attempted in this address to review an important, and to some extent
changing aspect of the (loctor-patient relationship. The student will realize that the
medical profession occupies a special position of privilege and respect in the
community because of its tradition of service to humanity, and I have tried to
show that entry into medicine carries with it obligations to the profession and to
society beyond the routine tasks of the diagnosis and treatment of disease.
I began this address by referring to Hippocrates, and I will conclude it by
quoting a few sentences from a little-known pronouncement by the Father of
Medicine. He calls it the Order (or Etiquette) of Medicine, and in it he states:
"The medical student should be gentle by birth, excellent by nature, young in
years, of good understanding, and pleasant conversation, sound in judgment
when consulted, and self-controlled when angered. He should be sympathetic and
kind with the sick and a faithful guardian of secrets, because many patients tell
us about diseases in themselves which they do not wish to be known to others.
He should walk neither hastily, for this is a sign of levity, nor slowly, for this
indicates faint-heartedness. When summoned to a patient, he should sit down
cross.legged and question him about his condition with becoming gravity and
deliberation, and not in a distracted or agitated manner."
Each student can now judge for himself how he measures up to this yard-stick
proposed for him by Hippocrates.
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